This assignment is worth 15% of the total marks for the course. It is due in to the Department of Computer Science office by **12.00 on Friday 24th. May.**

The BUCS file `/u/ma/s/masjhd/COMP0123.txt` contains a packet trace generated on `midge` with `traceroute`. I have changed `midge.bath.ac.uk` to `midge` and `sulser3.nottingham.ham.ac.uk` to `sulser3` in order to shorten it. Annotate* this file, marking every packet, or group of packets, with its function, and commenting on TCP/IP features you observe, such as slow start, Nagle etc.

The trace was generated by running OPERA (a web browser) to `sulser3.nottingham.ac.uk:8080`. Note that OPERA, like Netscape, can open multiple connections: see pp. 170–1 of Stevens volume 3 (reproduced on reverse of this sheet).

**JHD 1.5.2002**

---

* You may wish to take a copy of the file and edit it to add your annotations.